Interactive poster sessions involve six posters, visually presenting research studies. A short oral presentation of about 5 minutes for each poster is given to an audience gathered as a group. After the authors’ brief presentation, an in-depth discussion between them and the audience follows. The poster sessions offer researchers the chance to present their work in a visual format and offer more opportunities for interaction and discussion. Poster sessions are usually ideal for work which is at an earlier stage of research.

Poster sessions are scheduled for 60 minutes, following the format above, as a fully live session.

Below you can find guidelines for the creation of a poster, containing the following information:

- Title and authors
- Research problem statement or objective of the project
- Hypothesis or research questions
- Method: a description of the sample, design, materials and procedure of the study
- Analyses of the study
- Most important results
- Major conclusions, theoretical and/or practical implications

A poster should be as self-explanatory as possible so that your main job is to supplement the information it contains. To reach this aim, make it clear, structured, concise, and attractive.
Clearness and structure

The title and authors’ names and affiliations should be at the top of the poster. Although there is room for flexibility, it is often useful to have panels indicating, for example, the aims of the research, the methods and subjects involved, and the material used. Other panels might highlight the most important results and the conclusions. Diagrams, graphs and tables can be used effectively to visualize results.

Conciseness

As space is very limited, be sure to present the most important information only and effectively. Don’t overcrowd the poster with too much data or too much text. The title and the conclusion are the most important “eye catchers”. They should say something such as “Teaching method A doubles the motivation of at-risk students”, as opposed to “The effects of a new teaching method on learners”. Make sure that the message you want to convey is transported by the information and not lost in it. Although concise, make sure you give the necessary theoretical information.

Attractiveness

Be aware that your poster will be viewed as you are screensharing. Therefore, all text should be large enough to be read easily. The major titles/subtitles should be in large letters and easily legible when screensharing. There should be enough space between text lines. You can use background colours (they should not distract) and arrangements of columns or rows to connect portions visually that are related conceptually. Such layouts help guide the audience through the poster.

General Considerations

As you will present your posters virtually, we recommend using an A4-format (or larger) to share during your session. A PDF-version of the poster can also be uploaded and shared through the conference platform beforehand.